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2-DIMENSIONAL MODELING O F  THE COMETARY PHASE TRANSITION 
WITHIN A RANGE OF TEMPERATURES; N.  S. Duxl~ury, R. H. Brown, Jet Propul- 
sion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109 

The amorphous to  crystalline ice phase change (1,2) is crucial for the long-term 
cometary evolution. The 2-D mathematical model of this phase transition ~vithin a 
range of temperatures is developed. As was shown by physical experilnents (3), the 
phase transition normally occurs over a wide range of temperatures; however, it is 
customary to refer to a fixed phase transition temperature. . 

Previous 1-D numerical modeling (4,5,6) considers that all of the latent heat is 
released at  once when the temperature reaches the crystallization value. The nioclel 
presented considers the non-linear parabolic equation with tlle liberation of latent heat 
when the temperature belongs to a chosen interval. The application of the new mathe- 
matical approach allows one to omit the presumption of the nearly instantaneous (0.3 
sec) phase transition under the fixed temperature (6). It was shown later by lal~oratory 
experiments (3) that the crystallization time for the same ( 136.8' I<) phase teml3erature 
is nearly 2.9 hours. This time was indicated also in analytical formulae (7). 

In the model presented, the speed of the phase transition is defined by tlie speed 
of the front ( d $ / a t )  which is determined from the equation 

where Q is the latent heat and Q > 0. 

Tlle condition (1) is non-linear and rel>resents tlle energy conservation law on tile 
front. Tlle efficient heat capacity for the phase change telllperature interval (ti*-E, t i*+€)  

was chosen as 

~vllere e is the parameter of smoothing. Therefore the enthalpy cllange si~tisfies tllc 
energy conservation law 

This phase transition occurs wit11 the lilxration of liltent hcat ( --Q in cq. (1)) 
while ice trallsfornls to the state ~vitll liigller tcml>era.ture. T1la.t is wliy tllc l>roccss 
is clescril~ed by tlle ill-posed inverse pnraljolic ecluation ill tlic: phase tralisitiori interval 
and paral~olic equation l~eyond tliis ilitcrval. So thc l)rol~lcnl has to 11c ~cgula.rizcc1. il 
fully iml>licit schclne was clloseil for tllc dircct l,aril.bcjlic ccl~~ation. Thc schc.lne wit11 
"n-eights" ( t i u  = a6 + (1 - a )  u ,  a << 0, a - "n:c:iglltn l>nramcter ) \vt;as apl>licd for t,l1c 
inverse ecluatio11. 
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The current model also considers inhomogeneous media where phase temperature 
depends upon 2 .  This opens perspectives for modelling of the phase transition with the 
inclusion of the other types of ice into water ice within the cometary core. 
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